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CURRICULUM TERMINOLOGY
The following is a list of commonly used terms and their meaning in the context of residential
curriculum within Residence Education at Mississippi State University. Many of these definitions stem
from Developing a Co-Curricular Learning Model (Brown, 2020).
Educational Priority: Based in the mission, context, and values of your institution, the educational
priority provides a broad statement about what learning will be occurring within our department
and residential communities; the basis upon which all other goals and outcomes are derived; the
broadest statement of learning one hopes to achieve.
Learning Goals: Our learning goals seek to provide more specific statements of what students will
learn in our curriculum; the focus our educational priority into sets of more narrowly defined learning
outcomes; statements of student learning.
Learning Outcomes: Learning outcomes provide the specificity in language that allows for more
discrete measurement to occur; they require one to think of the major components that make up a
particular learning goal; the “how” we intend to achieve our stated learning goal and overarching
educational priority for Residence Education.
Strategies: The strategies of our curriculum are the various vehicles or methods for delivering student
learning opportunities, such as student interactions/sociogram mapping, floor meetings/discussions,
hall council events, bulletin boards, etc.); these should move beyond programs and encompass all
the ways we may interact with students.
Facilitation Guides: Brown (2020) refers to the facilitation guide as the lesson plan for delivering these
strategies and a means for ensuring consistency (consistency across different facilitators, over time,
from month-to-month, and year-to-year); detailed plans that provide all of the information
necessary so that anyone could execute the planned strategy. Lesson plans are the overarching
approach to a particular strategy or concept whereas the facilitation guide outlines the step-bystep procedure for executing the lesson plan, including staff roles.
Educational Events: Educational Events are designed to address the needs and concerns of the
residential community (floor or greater community) through the development of unique facilitation
guides outlining the method in which residential staff will provide the opportunity. Educational
Events can be more than a traditional program and can include campus collaborations,
group/community dialogues, projects, services, etc. In crafting the facilitation guides for an
educational event, the supervisor can articulate the targeted audience, applied learning
outcomes, purpose, and implementation strategy, which is further outlined in the Facilitation Guide
Template section of the guide. Overall, these events are data-driven and framed in ways that
achieve designated learning goals based on the needs of one’s building/community.
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PHILOSOPHY & FRAMEWORK
The current curriculum philosophy is grounded in theories of self-authorship, sense of belonging,
and intersectionality, and it encompasses barriers experienced amongst our residents in light of
social influences. While social influences are not fully representative of all groups, we recognize
their impact in the residential experience and acknowledge a multitude of additional barriers that
come along the way.
The philosophy is displayed through the utilization of three intersecting circles that label our three
overarching learning goals as of now: inclusive residential communities, personal responsibility, and
global citizenship. As a resident enters MSU, they begin to confront experiences that differ from
their home upbringing and challenge their way of life. These experiences arrive from discussions
and relationships with diverse others that ultimately inform the resident of who they are/are
becoming. In an attempt to understand one's identity (or the various aspects within), a resident
seeks opportunities for fit and belonging within their residence hall, classrooms, student
organizations, and more. Likewise, as Residence Education, we aim to prepare students to
understand and apply their role within the university context as they transition from year-to-year,
and eventually, graduate Mississippi State University. At the center of this residential experience (i.e.
the glue that molds, supports, and equips our residents) is the residential curriculum.
This approach pertains solely towards the attainment of the learning goals and educational priority
of Housing and Residence Education, but can involve robust partnerships and collaborations along
the way that can only enhance and inform our practice as Housing professionals and our cocurricular offerings to our residents. The diagram further elaborates the curriculum philosophy:

Baxter Magolda, M.B. (2014). Self-Authorship. New Directions for Higher Education, 2014 (166), 25-33.
Strayhorn, T.L. (2012). College Students' Sens of Belonging: A Key to Educational Success for all Students. Routledge.
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RESIDENTIAL CURRICULUM
EDUCATIONAL PRIORITY:
Housing and Residence Education embodies the university and divisional strategic plans by
cultivating inclusive residential communities, establishing personal responsibility, and creating
foundations that allow residents to lead and serve in a diverse society.

INCLUSIVE RESIDENTIAL COMMUNITIES:
The inclusive residential community provides opportunities for
students to participate in civic engagement and establish a
sense of belonging in a diverse residential community.

PERSONAL RESPONSIBILITY:
Personal responsibility refers to a student’s role in their holistic
well-being within and beyond their residential community.

GLOBAL CITIZENSHIP:
Global citizenship is enhanced by opportunities for
leadership, campus engagement, and self-reflection in the
promotion of lifelong learning.
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LEARNING GOALS & OUTCOMES
Inclusive Residential Communities: Through participating in an inclusive resident
community, students will
Engage in conversations surrounding identity, needs, and beliefs without being disrespectful
or degrading to others; civil discourse
Define implicit bias and recognize one's own implicit biases
Identify systemically marginalized identities and how to support those identities
Engage in activities that aid in the development of personal world views and belief systems
Identify personal ethics and decision-making processes
Interact and connect with fellow residents during residential programs and events
Positively contribute to their residential and university communities

Personal Responsibility: To achieve personal responsibility, students will
Integrate strategies for making a successful academic transition
Learn strategies to promote effective study skills (tutoring, study techniques, time
management)
Engage with campus partners and academic resources
Take ownership of their actions to achieve academic goals
Learn strategies to practice positive physical, financial, and/or emotional wellness
Incorporate risk reduction strategies to promote healthy behavior related to alcohol, drugs,
and sex-related behaviors

Global Citizenship: During the journey to global citizenship, students will
Engage in living learning community meetings, projects, and programs to align with career
aspirations
Apply curricular and co-curricular experiences in goal attainment
Articulate the utility of one's major following graduation
Apply learning to life after college
Interact with campus organizations and events pertaining to one’s personal, academic, and
professional goals.
Serve and participate in hall council events to promote residential advocacy and change
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#HELLOHAILSTATE: A PRELIMINARY
TOOL

In the opening stages of training, supervisors and RAs/CAs are excited to begin programming
efforts to get to know their residents in hopes of assisting our students throughout their time at MSU.
Too often, one may find the need to preemptively quantify these programs before grasping an
understanding of the needs of the community.
To address Residence Education's knowledge of some of the base interests, hopes, and concerns
of our returning and incoming residents, we have designed the #HelloHailState questionnaire. This
assessment tool will be distributed amongst residents before MVNU2MSU to answer the following:
To get you started, where will you be living this year (Fall) on campus?
What are some of your interests or hobbies that you hope to continue or build upon while in
college and living with us?
What are some concerns (or fears) that you have about coming/returning to college and/or
living with us?
What things will help you feel a part of and involved within your community?
The goal of #HelloHailState is to energize the residential staff's working knowledge of the
community in order to provide relevant interactions and discussions, social programming
opportunities, and educational events during the first six weeks of the academic year.
Following the mid-semester point, Residence Education will issue a follow-up questionnaire
specifically designed to address any reoccurring or unique interests observed by residential staff
and to ensure that student learning is consistent with our efforts stemming from the residential
curriculum.
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CURRICULUM FACILITATION GUIDES
The various facilitation guides are used for student learning throughout the residence
halls and complexes.

Facilitation Guide Template

Community Engagement Plan

Sociogram Connections

Educational Events

Social Events

Bulletin Boards

Door Decorations
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Community Engagement Plan- Facilitation
Guide)
[Ex: Title (Learning Goal Code- #)]
Department of Housing and Residence Education

Audience: (Check all that apply)
☐ Wing
☐ Floor
☒ Building
☒ Community
☐ Campus
☒ Living Learning Community

Learning Goal(s): (Check all that apply)
☒ Inclusive Residential Communities (Code: IRC)
☒ Personal Responsibility (Code: PR)
☒ Global Citizenship (Code: GC)

Engagement Strategies: (Check all that apply)
Facilitator: (Check all that apply)
☐ Administrative Task (Fire Alarm Drill, Health & Safety, Warm
☐ Resident Assistant/Community Assistant(s)
Body Counts, etc…)
☒ Professional Staff
☐ Intentional conversations (Sociogram, Roommate Agreement
☒ Graduate Residence Director
Meetings, Mediation Meetings, etc…)
☐ Residence Hall Association
☒ Building/Community Engagement (Floor Meetings, Community
☐ CORE
Standard Meetings, CORE Meetings, Floor Social Programs,
☐ LLC/Campus Partner(s)
Educational Events, etc…)
☐ HRL Department
☐ Passive Engagement (Bulletin Boards, Door Decs, Resident
☐ Residence Education Zone(s)
Welcome Email/Newsletter)
☐ Social Media Engagement
☐ Campus Engagement
Learning Outcomes: (Please write the outcomes that are targeted from the goal(s) selected) Link to Residential Curriculum HERE

The Community Engagement Plan (CE Plan) focuses on all the learning goals and outcomes.

Preparation and Materials: (All of the necessary supplies needed to gather in order to execute the event. Any articles or resources to
review or contact key stakeholders and partners.)

Prepare to talk with LLCs/campus partners and utilizing #HelloHailState community assessment
Material
• Microsoft Word
• Microsoft Teams Shared Document
• Other
Purpose: (This will provide an overall rationale for the event. Why is it being done? How does it fit into the overall curriculum? Why is this
important for students?)

Community Engagement Plan is to outline how each community will implement goals and of the Curriculum. Each Supervisor
will complete a CE Plan for the community together.
The plan helps the supervisors identify community goals and outcomes for the year by utilizing the #HelloHailState
Assessment. It also identifies the roles of the CD/GRD, student staff, CORE, LLC stakeholders.
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Implementation Procedures: (Step-by-step detailed instructions on how to execute the event. It may also include some options or choices
that go beyond the baseline learning that is expected to occur during the execution of the strategy

Supervisors are responsible for their buildings Community Engagement Plan (CE Plan) and by the end of August should be able
to present their CE Plan to their supervising AD, as well as the Curriculum/Task Force. Supervisors has the discretion to
determine how best to develop their CE Plan, based on what works best for their leadership style.
All the factors below must be included in the CE Plan but may also include topics not included below.
➢ Reflection from the supervisors of who they are (leadership styles, etc.), the student staff (questionnaire) and
community identity (#HelloHailState Assessment)
➢ Identify community specific goals and outcomes for each month throughout the year by utilizing the #HelloHailState
Assessment, sociogram trends and themes.
➢ Incorporate and Identify the roles and expectations of student staff, LLCs (if applicable), Campus Partners, CORE,
custodial staff, front desk staff each month.
➢ Utilize strategies in engaging community to achieve monthly goals
➢ Each month one or more of the strategies should incorporate at least one of the learning goals and at least one of the
trends observed within the community to help create educational events.
➢ Supervisors should also include bulletin board themes for the appropriate months outline in the Bulletin Board
Facilitation Guide.
➢ A timeline detailing when strategies would be occur:
➢ First 6 weeks: social events, campus events, floor meetings, and other things that reinforces the aspirations of the
division and department (pathfinders, financial literacy, etc.).
➢ Include a month to month schedule or layout.
➢ Supervisors will select the appropriate facilitation guide for their monthly goals or create facilitation guides (must be
completed before the actual event) to plan their Semester Community Engagement Plan.
➢ During Fall Training, supervisors will only focus on the first 6 weeks (August 16th – September 27th) and use the
#HelloHailState Assessment to plan social/educational events. (Facilitation guides are due by August 6th)
➢ The remaining months goals will be created from Sociogram SWOT analyses and community trends/themes to create
social/educational events. If creating new facilitation guides for events, please complete them before the actual event so
that student staff can use it to carry out the program. Supervisors can work with student staff to create this guide during
1:1s or meetings to gain more insight from them. New Facilitation guides are due by November 30th by 5pm.
Community Development Strategies
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Welcome Meeting (Community or Zone)
Community Standard Meeting
First Floor Meeting
Bulletin boards
Door Decs
Passive Programs
Floor Events (social/Spontaneous)
Community Wide Events (Educational)
CORE Events
LLC Signature Events
Community Traditional/Signature Events
Campus Traditional/Signature Events

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Welcome/Monthly Newsletters
Social Media (Work with Marketing Coordinator)
Emails
Student Success (Pathfinders, Financial literacy)
Community Development Activities
Intentional Conversations-Sociograms
Response to policy violations
Response to disruptive behavior
Fire Drills
Health and Safety
Other

Questions to Answer to Help Develop the CE Plan
These questions are to help supervisors in forming the CE Plan for their communities. It is not a requirement to have each thing
represented in your plan but it is important they are considered in the impact of the CE Plan.
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#HelloHailState Assessment Review
Evaluation measures
• What does the data tell you about the residents in
• Using the Curriculum goals as a starting point, what
your community?
are measurable goals you want to establish this
year? How will you evaluate our success? Identify
• Using this data as a starting point, what do you think
3-5 learning goals that you want to prioritize as a
residents want from the community to feel included?
staff and identify an action plan to achieve the goals.
• What do you want to do to help residents create
connections? What does success look like? How
will you measure your success?
• What do you want to do to help residents form
inclusive and diverse communities? What does
success look like? How will you measure your
success?
• What do you want to do to foster students’
exploration in their personal, academic, and career
goals? What does success look like? How will you
measure success?
• What do you want residents to say about their
experience with the LLC experience at the end of
the year? (if applicable)
• What does each student staff want to be
known/remembered for/by on their floor?
• How often do you need to revisit your model?
Facility/Structure
CORE & Community Team
• What is the structure of your buildings within the
• What role does CORE play in community
community?
development? How does the staff support and
collaborate with CORE?
• What are the challenges and opportunities inherited
in that structure?
• What role does the custodial staff play in
community development? How does the staff
support and /or collaborate with custodial staff?
• What role does the Information Assistant staff play
in community development? How does the staff
support and collaborate with desk?
Trends throughout the year
Living Learning Communities and Campus Partners
• What trends do you need to consider and plan for
• How will you coordinate with the LLC Faculty
throughout the year? For example, new students that
Directors/Advisor and Campus Partners?
are adjusting at the start of the year and each
• What role does the LLC/Campus Partners play in
semester, preparing for winter break and potential
community development? How does the staff
stressors with friends, homesickness, etc.
support and collaborate with external stakeholders?
(If applicable)
• What do you want residents to say about their
experience living in your community at the end of
the year?
Resident needs
Staff buy in and accountability
• Who lives in your building?
• How will you get the staff bought into the Plan?
How will you assess their buy-in?
• What challenges and opportunities might the
students in your community be facing?
• How will you hold staff accountable to the Plan?
• How involved do you want them to be in developing
the plan?
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Assessment: (How will the educational event be assessed)
☐ Resident Program Evaluation Form (eRezLife)
☒ Other: The Assistant Directors for Residence Education will meet with each Community Director once a month during 1:1s

or zone meetings to discuss CE Plans, trends, educational events happening and etc. Thus, CDs should come prepared with
items to review, discuss, questions, etc…………….. The Curriculum Task Force will meet with CD/GRD team once or twice a
semester to discuss trends, CE Plans updates and facilitation guides. The task force will provide a snapshot review of the
Community Engagement Plans of the communities from the resident’s perspective. Assessments used to conduct the snapshot
review: Evaluations from events, Sociograms, Evaluations (residents/staff), and the HRL Skyfactor Assessment
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Sociogram Connection- Facilitation Guide
[Ex: Title (Learning Goal Code- #)]
Department of Housing and Residence Education

Audience: (Check all that apply)
☒ Wing
☒ Floor
☒ Building
☒ Community
☒ Campus
☒ Living Learning Community

Learning Goal(s): (Check all that apply)
☒ Inclusive Residential Communities (Code: IRC)
☒ Personal Responsibility (Code: PR)
☒ Global Citizenship (Code: GC)

Engagement Strategies: (Check all that apply)
Facilitator: (Check all that apply)
☒ Resident Assistant/Community Assistant(s)
☐ Administrative Task (Fire Alarm Drill, Health & Safety, Warm
Body Counts, etc…)
☐ Professional Staff
☒ Intentional conversations (Sociogram, Roommate Agreement
☐ Graduate Residence Director
Meetings, Mediation Meetings, etc…)
☐ Residence Hall Association
☐ Building/Community Engagement (Floor Meetings, Community
☐ CORE
Standard Meetings, CORE Meetings, Floor Social Programs,
☐ LLC/Campus Partner(s)
Educational Events, etc…)
☐ HRL Department
☐ Passive Engagement (Bulletin Boards, Door Decs, Resident
☐ Residence Education Zone(s)
Welcome Email/Newsletter)
☐ Social Media Engagement
☐ Campus Engagement
Learning Outcomes: (Please write the outcomes that are targeted from the goal(s) selected) Link to Residential Curriculum HERE

•

Sociogram conversations will meet all of the learning outcomes outlined in the curriculum.

Preparation and Materials: (All of the necessary supplies needed to gather in order to execute the event. Any articles or resources to
review or contact key stakeholders and partners.)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Online Device (excel, PowerPoint or Prezi
presentation)
Video Device
Poster board
Flash cards
Paper
Butcher Block Paper
Sticky Notes
Note Cards

•
•

LLC partners
Campus Partners (Health, Wellness, Promotion;
HCDC; Counseling Services; Student Success, etc.)

Purpose: (This will provide an overall rationale for the event. Why is it being done? How does it fit into the overall curriculum? Why is this
important for students?)

Sociogram provide a flexible visual representation of a community that allows CD/GRDs and student staff to recognize trends,
strength/challenge areas, connections, resources, and needs for their community. A strong sociogram should give a leader an
easy-to-see understanding of what is happening within their community and how to proceed with helping that group reach a
goal through our educational strategies. The sociogram is created when student staff have intentional conversations which are
meetings (either one-on-one or in a group setting) between student staff and residents that are guided by a suggested set of
prompts that are developmentally appropriate and situated within the context of a resident’s experience.
Sociograms provide student staff the creative freedom to tell the professional staff members about their communities. Staff have
the autonomy to create their sociogram in a way that works best for them, while still making sure that they are connecting with
their community and highlighting the trends within the community. Sociograms are vital to the development of the communities
educational and social events along with continuinum development of the Community Engagement Plan.
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Implementation Procedures: (Step-by-step detailed instructions on how to execute the event. It may also include some options or choices
that go beyond the baseline learning that is expected to occur during the execution of the strategy

What is a sociogram?
Sociograms are a visual representation of how student staff members document their intentional conversations with residents. It
provides a visual image of the community to help student staff identify individual and community trends/themes, pinpoint where
relational connections can be made or strengthened, highlight certain residents and show how residents interact with each other.
Information gathered for the sociogram should be used to further develop strategies for individual residents and/or the
floor/wing community.
What’s included in a Sociogram?
•

Sociograms include the community, wing/floor, the room number, the resident (name, picture, bitmoji, icon, etc.), and
words/symbols that showcase their experience in the community. It will also include the resident’s majors, hometowns,
involvement, challenges, goals, and any other information gathered during the interaction. Generally made by drawing a
layout of the community, student staff have the creative freedom to make their sociogram look however they want.
Not every resident needs to have all the elements shown on the sociogram. For example, not every room is going to be a
quiet room or a loud room. However, every resident should have their name, major, and hometown included. Each
resident and each room will look different, and the amount of information used will be helpful in building connections
between residents should be reflected on the sociogram.

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Name
Major
Hometown
Classes/grades
Engagement/Involvement (on or off campus)
Hobbies/Interests
Jobs
Roommate/Personal Relationships
College Transition Successes/Challenges
Homesickness
Sense of Belonginess and Feeling included

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Successes/accomplishments and challenges of
semester (academic/personal)
Semester and long-term goals
Financial literacy
Pathfinders (academic success)
Connections to others in the floor community
Connections outside the floor community
Loud/quiet rooms
Ghost residents
Residents of Concerns
Conduct/Housing Violations
End of semester motivation levels
Are you returning to campus next year?
Anything else that might be helpful

How to develop a Sociogram?
•
•
•
•
•

Use the intentional conversations engagement strategies below to prompt conversations to gain insight on the residents.
Ask questions about academics, interests, hobbies, etc (above prompts).
➢ Student staff are encouraged to talk about themselves in these conversations. Residents may be more prone to
engaging in the conversation if they feel comfortable with their RA/CA.
Move beyond surface-level conversations. As the year progresses, conversations with residents should progress. (Bully
Check-In Guide provided below to help conversation progress throughout the year)
Build and strengthen connections between rooms and residents who have similarities.
➢ Residents may naturally connect with others without the help of their RA/CA, which is great! However,
continue to work on strengthening those relationships.
Try to locate and connect to resident of concerns and ghost residents using different strategies.
➢ Always remember to complete a Resident of Concern Form within eRezLife.
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•
•
•
•
•
•

➢ Keep in mind that involved students may not necessarily be ghosts. For example, if residents are involved with
co-curricular activities or research, they may not be present in the community often.
Invite campus partners/LLC Advisors or refer students to campus resources that may be helpful to the community.
Student staff must work with their direct supervisors for campus partner/LLC support.
Have crucial conversations when needed.
Attend campus events and programs with residents.
Celebrate accomplishments.
Student staff members are encouraged to include themselves in their sociograms as a member of the community.

Bully Check-In Prompt Guide
Be prepared to discuss your bully check in prompts during your 1:1’s with your direct supervisor. Your supervisor will then
assist you in further developing strategies to meet the identified trends through social/passive programs.
The following Check-In Guide has been developed with prompts to assist you in structuring your conversations with residents
and developing your Sociogram through the academic year:
Fall First 6 Weeks (August 16thSeptember 27th)
• Name
• Major
• Hometown
• Interest
• Jobs
• Classes/Grades
• Personal/Roommate
relationships
• Sense of Belonginess and
Feeling included
• Financial Literacy
• Pathfinders (Student Success)
Spring First 6 Weeks (January 17th February 28th)
New Resident
• Name
• Major
• Hometown
• Financial Literacy
• Pathfinders (Student Success)
• College transition
successes/challenges
All Residents
• Interest
• Jobs
• Classes/Grades
• Personal/Roommate
relationships
• Sense of Belonginess and
Feeling included
Sociogram Key and Icons

October
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Connections to others in the
floor community
Connections outside the floor
community
Academic/personal successes
or struggles
College transition
successes/challenges
Homesickness
Residents of Concerns
Conduct/Housing Violations

November/December
•
•
•
•

March
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Connections to others in the
floor community
Connections outside the floor
community
Academic/personal successes
or struggles
Homesickness
Residents of Concerns
Conduct/Housing Violations
Successes/accomplishments
and challenges of semester
(academic/personal)

Successes/accomplishments
and challenges of semester
(academic/personal)
Semester and long-term goals
End of semester motivation
levels
Are you returning to campus
next semester?

April/May
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Semester and long-term goals
Grades moving into finals
Are you returning to campus
next semester?
Reflection over the school year
Housing Plans for next year
(staying or leaving campus)
Highs and Lows of living oncampus
Moving off Campus
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For the sociogram, create your own characteristics and key, use words, craft material, or etc. The following key has been created
to assist those staff members who may have a hard time with creative freedom. Using this key is optional. Be sure that it is
easy to understand so that anyone can recognize trends and themes of the community but also be sure that you maintain an
appropriate level of confidentiality.

Assessment: (How will the educational event be assessed)
☐ Resident Program Evaluation Form (eRezLife)
☒ Other: Student staff will complete a monthly SWOT (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, & Threats) analysis of their

community through eRezLife. The student staff will also identify trends observed in the community, concerned residents
(always complete a Resident of Concern Form), referrals made to other departments, and address their own efficacy around
learning outcomes being covered in the upcoming month and residents they might need to reach out to.
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Educational Events-Faciliation
Guide
[Ex: Title (Learning Goal Code- #)]
Department of Housing and Residence Education

Audience: (Check all that apply)
☐ Wing
☐ Floor
☒ Building
☒ Community
☐ Campus
☐ Living Learning Community

Learning Goal(s): (Check all that apply)
☒ Inclusive Residential Communities (Code: IRC)
☒ Personal Responsibility (Code: PR)
☒ Global Citizenship (Code: GC)

Engagement Strategies: (Check all that apply)
Facilitator: (Check all that apply)
☒ Resident Assistant/Community Assistant(s)
☐ Administrative Task (Fire Alarm Drill, Health & Safety, Warm Body Counts,
etc…)
☒ Professional Staff
☐ Intentional conversations (Sociogram, Roommate Agreement Meetings,
☒ Graduate Residence Director
Mediation Meetings, etc…)
☐ Residence Hall Association
☒ Building/Community Engagement (Floor Meetings, Community Standard
☐ CORE
Meetings, CORE Meetings, Floor Social Programs, Educational Events, etc…)
☐ LLC/Campus Partner(s)
☐ Passive Engagement (Bulletin Boards, Door Decs, Resident Welcome
☐ HRL Department
Email/Newsletter)
☐ Residence Education Zone(s)
☐ Social Media Engagement
☐ Campus Engagement
Learning Outcomes: (Please write the outcomes that are targeted from the goal(s) selected) Link to Residential Curriculum HERE

•
•

The learning outcomes will be selected as the program is developed.
The learning outcomes directly correlate with the learning goal(s) being addressed.

Preparation and Materials: (All of the necessary supplies needed to gather in order to execute the event. Any articles or resources to review
or contact key stakeholders and partners.)

•
•
•

Supplies or materials needed to execute the event (items that usually require shopping).
Articles or resources that will be provided to residents.
Campus partners that will assist in the execution of the event (i.e. UPD, HCDC, HPW, Career Services, Counseling
Center etc.)

Purpose: (This will provide an overall rationale for the event. Why is it being done? How does it fit into the overall curriculum? Why is this
important for students?)

The purpose of educational events is to meet and address the needs of a residential community. They are events that provide
residents with further education on a topic or issue in a way that promotes additional learning outside of the classroom. The
content of the events are usually motivated by the sociogram trends that student staff notice on their assigned wing. For example,
if student staff express that residents are having issues with taking fire alarms seriously, an educational event can be designed to
promote the importance of fire safety in a fun way.
Educational events are also implemented to promote community engagement. Since these events are held in common spaces
throughout the community, residents have an opportunity to leave their rooms to engage and connect with other residents and hall
staff. With those connections, residents are making new friends. Additionally, hall staff are learning more about their residents,
which is important when recording trends in sociograms.
Educational events should be intentional and impactful enough to get residents looking forward to attending more. Therefore,
successfully implementing educational events can increase buy-in from residents, which will eventually result in an actively
engaged and thriving community.
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Implementation Procedures: (Step-by-step detailed instructions on how to execute the event. It may also include some options or choices that
go beyond the baseline learning that is expected to occur during the execution of the strategy

Identify Trends – Student staff members, along with the Community Director and Graduate Residence Director, participate in a
discussion to identify community trends that could translate into a community-wide educational event. This process should be
motivated by the learning outcomes that are outlined in the residential curriculum. Once trends are noted, the supervisor(s) should
select a facilitation guide that directly relates to the event or create a facilitation guide. Examples of these trends are listed below
in the category of each learning goal. This list is non-exhaustive and only examples.
•
•
•
•
•

Personal Responsibility
Excessive class absences
Poor academic performance
Struggles with drugs and/or
alcohol
Financial aid obligations
Struggles with overall decisionmaking

Inclusive Residential Communities
• Roommate Conflicts
• Current events that cause discord
within the community
• Residents who struggle with
inclusivity
• Residents who feel disconnected
or uninvolved in the community

•
•
•
•

Global Citizenship
Campus Involvement
Community Involvement
Opportunities to Study
Abroad
Residents who want an
expanded worldview.

Educational Event Guidelines – The guidelines below are the order in which the event planning and implementation process
should take place.
• Draft Finalized Plan – Drafting a finalized plan should include identifying the time, place, and location of the event.
Additionally, knowing what supplies are needed for the program is just as important; this prevents staff members from
purchasing items that could already be in the programming room and assists supervisors in maintaining the community
budget. Ultimately, this plan includes all of the information that will be needed when submitting the proposal form.
• Proposal Form – A student staff member or supervisor should complete the program proposal form in eRezLife. The
form allows the individual submitting to provide specific details about the program. Time, date, location, supplies needed,
and program budget are some of the fields that exist within the form.
• Marketing Plan – A student staff member is responsible for informing residents of the educational even taking place by
utilizing a creative marketing strategy. Advertising methods could include a community newsletter, post in GroupMe,
vivid flyers, butcher block signage, door hangers, or even personalized invitations to make residents feel included. Since
educational events are large scale, it is vital that event push takes place no later than 10 days before the event occurs.
• Event Shopping – A student staff member or supervisor is responsible for purchasing all materials needed for event
implementation. Please refer to the Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) for instructions on retrieving the procurement
card and completing procurement paperwork.
• Event Implementation – Hall staff implements the planned event while ensuring that all residents in attendance are
actively engaged.
• Finalize Facilitation Guide – Supervisors are responsible for providing the event facilitation guide to the student staff to
implement. However, if the facilitation guide is being created, it should be finalized before completing the program
proposal.
Assessment: (How will the educational event be assessed)
☒ Resident Program Evaluation Form (eRezLife)
☒ Other: Student staff members will complete the Program Reflection portion within the Program Proposal Form in eRezLife. The reflection
is then submitted to the supervisor by closing the form. The supervisor then has the opportunity to review the student staff members’ reflection
and offer feedback as necessary.
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Social Events-Faciliation Guide
[Ex: Title (Learning Goal Code- #)]
Department of Housing and Residence Education

Audience: (Check all that apply)
☒ Wing
☒ Floor
☒ Building
☒ Community
☐ Campus
☐ Living Learning Community

Learning Goal(s): (Check all that apply)
☒ Inclusive Residential Communities (Code: IRC)
☒ Personal Responsibility (Code: PR)
☒ Global Citizenship (Code: GC)

Engagement Strategies: (Check all that apply)
Facilitator: (Check all that apply)
☒ Resident Assistant/Community Assistant(s)
☐ Administrative Task (Fire Alarm Drill, Health & Safety, Warm
Body Counts, etc…)
☒ Professional Staff
☐ Intentional conversations (Sociogram, Roommate Agreement
☒ Graduate Residence Director
Meetings, Mediation Meetings, etc…)
☐ Residence Hall Association
☒ Building/Community Engagement (Floor Meetings, Community
☐ CORE
Standard Meetings, CORE Meetings, Floor Social Programs,
☐ LLC/Campus Partner(s)
Educational Events, etc…)
☐ HRL Department
☐ Passive Engagement (Bulletin Boards, Door Decs, Resident
☐ Residence Education Zone(s)
Welcome Email/Newsletter)
☐ Social Media Engagement
☐ Campus Engagement
Learning Outcomes: (Please write the outcomes that are targeted from the goal(s) selected) Link to Residential Curriculum HERE

Social events accomplish the goal of building Inclusive Residential Communities. Therefore, the main outcome of social
programs should be: “Interact and connect with fellow residents during residential programs and events.”

Preparation and Materials: (All of the necessary supplies needed to gather in order to execute the event. Any articles or resources to
review or contact key stakeholders and partners.)

•

Supplies or materials needed to execute the event (items that usually require shopping).

Purpose: (This will provide an overall rationale for the event. Why is it being done? How does it fit into the overall curriculum? Why is this
important for students?)

Student staff have the opportunity to create fun and innovative settings that will further embody the stated goals of
the residential curriculum, but more importantly, allow residents to enjoy living on-campus and getting to know the
members of their community. To do so, student staff will deliver social programs as defined and intended to fuel the
interactions and observations of a residential wing, floor, building, or community.
Social Programs are designed to allow student staff to build relationships and rapport with their residents while
simultaneously identifying trends, observations, and interactions amongst their floor. The programs(s) are aimed to
be more “casual” and simplistic but can also be catered to meet particular needs unique to one’s wing.
Social programs can occur as:
•
•

Active Programs – these activities typically require active participation from the RA/CA and residents; could
also include the RA/CA as a facilitator/host of an event, such as “Board Game Night or Flag Football.”
Passive Programs – one may quickly think of a bulletin board as the sole avenue for passive programming in
our halls, however, the Resident Advisor and Community Assistant, under the approval of the supervisor, has
the ability to create passive engagement opportunities for their residents that provide learning; these programs
may appear as a QR Code, informational flyer, etc.
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•

Spontaneous Programs – these are programs are “spur of the moment”. These are great for student staff who
constantly seek opportunities to bring residents together. For example, a spontaneous program could consist
of asking a group of residents to lunch in the Perry or taking residents to an athletic event on campus.

Implementation Procedures: (Step-by-step detailed instructions on how to execute the event. It may also include some options or choices
that go beyond the baseline learning that is expected to occur during the execution of the strategy

Identify Residents’ Interests – In order to implement a successful social program, it is important to gain an understanding of
the residents’ interests. With these interests in mind, student staff are able to create social programs that appeal to residents.
Social Programming Guidelines – The guidelines below are the order in which the event planning and implementation process
should take place.
• Draft Finalized Plan – Drafting a finalized plan should include identifying the time, place, and location of the event.
Additionally, knowing what supplies are needed for the program is just as important; this prevents staff members from
purchasing items that could already be in the programming room and assists supervisors in maintaining the community
budget. Ultimately, this plan includes all of the information that will be needed when submitting the proposal form.
• Proposal Form – A student staff member or supervisor should complete the program proposal form in eRezLife. The
form allows the individual submitting to provide specific details about the program. Time, date, location, supplies
needed, and program budget are some of the fields that exist within the form.
• Marketing Plan – A student staff member is responsible for informing residents of the educational even taking place
by utilizing a creative marketing strategy. Advertising methods could include a community newsletter, post in
GroupMe, vivid flyers, butcher block signage, door hangers, or even personalized invitations to make residents feel
included. Since educational events are large scale, it is vital that event push takes place no later than 5 days before the
event occurs.
• Event Shopping – A student staff member or supervisor is responsible for purchasing all materials needed for event
implementation. Please refer to the Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) for instructions on retrieving the
procurement card and completing procurement paperwork.
• Event Implementation – Hall staff implements the planned event while ensuring that all residents in attendance are
actively engaged.
Assessment: (How will the educational event be assessed)
☒ Resident Program Evaluation Form (eRezLife)
☒ Other: Student staff members will complete the Program Reflection portion within the Program Proposal Form in eRezLife.

The reflection is then submitted to the supervisor by closing the form. The supervisor then has the opportunity to review the
student staff members’ reflection and offer feedback as necessary.
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Bulletin Board-Faciliiton Guide
[Ex: Title (Learning Goal Code- #)]
Department of Housing and Residence Education

Audience: (Check all that apply)
Learning Goal(s): (Check all that apply)
☒ Wing
☒ Inclusive Residential Communities (Code: IRC)
☒ Floor
☒ Personal Responsibility (Code: PR)
☒ Building
☒ Global Citizenship (Code: GC)
☒ Community
☐ Campus
☐ Living Learning Community
Engagement Strategies: (Check all that apply)
Facilitator: (Check all that apply)
☒ Resident Assistant/Community Assistant(s)
☐ Administrative Task (Fire Alarm Drill, Health & Safety, Warm
Body Counts, etc…)
☐ Professional Staff
☐ Intentional conversations (Sociogram, Roommate Agreement
☐ Graduate Residence Director
Meetings, Mediation Meetings, etc…)
☐ Residence Hall Association
☐ Building/Community Engagement (Floor Meetings, Community
☐ CORE
Standard Meetings, CORE Meetings, Floor Social Programs,
☐ LLC/Campus Partner(s)
Educational Events, etc…)
☐ HRL Department
☒ Passive Engagement (Bulletin Boards, Door Decs, Resident
☐ Residence Education Zone(s)
Welcome Email/Newsletter)
☐ Social Media Engagement
☐ Campus Engagement
Learning Outcomes: (Please write the outcomes that are targeted from the goal(s) selected) Link to Residential Curriculum HERE

•
•

The learning outcomes will be selected as the program is developed.
The learning outcomes directly correlate with the learning goal(s) being addressed.

Preparation and Materials: (All of the necessary supplies needed to gather in order to execute the event. Any articles or resources to
review or contact key stakeholders and partners.)

Student staff can use the resource room for material to create their boards. The resource room is designed to help student staff
be creative and provide the necessary tools to conduct bullenin boards. Below is a list of material that could be used, however
feel free to use more.
• Butcher Block Paper
• Markers
• Die cut Machine
• Circuit Machine
• Construction Ppaer
• Copy Machine
• Lamination Machine
Purpose: (This will provide an overall rationale for the event. Why is it being done? How does it fit into the overall curriculum? Why is this
important for students?)

Bulletin boards can be used for a variety of purposes. Bulletin boards give detailed information, facilitate communication, and
keep people informed. They can be used for everything from encouraging residents to offering information about community
resources. In any busy environment, bulletin boards are an essential working tool.
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Implementation Procedures: (Step-by-step detailed instructions on how to execute the event. It may also include some options or choices
that go beyond the baseline learning that is expected to occur during the execution of the strategy

Bulletin Board Guidelines:
As a traditional form of passive programming, student staff will continue to create bulletin boards for residents to view and
interact with throughout the year. Moving into the curricular approach, one of the bulletin boards will be guided by an affiliated
learning goal in which student staff will provide content pertaining to this goal and as outlined in the following guidelines
(NOTE: These guidelines are subject to change):
•

Fall First 6 Weeks (August 16th-September 27th): A bulletin board that welcomes residents to the hall community and
invites them to engage in campus life at Mississippi State. Could include topics surrounding navigating campus and
campus maps, ways to get involved on campus, a list of involvement opportunities and events during the first weeks of
school (Dawg Days). Could also be an interactive board that allows residents to map where they are from, respond with
what they are most excited for, mark their birthdays on a calendar (great for future use), etc. This could also include
important resources on campus, CD/GRD Office Hours, MSU PD contact information, etc.

•

October/Spring First 6 Weeks/March: (Any Learning Goal) | A bulletin board surrounding the trends found within
the community. This could include any of the learning goals by using the following format. Review the curriculum as it
relates to building the population.

•
•

•
•

•

INTRODUCTION
The Who: Review the sociogram and
analyze individual wing/floor’s overall
theme, trends, characteristic or similarities
The What: Learning Goals: Once
theme/topic is selected, configure what you
want your residents to learn or gain from
bulletin board interaction.
The Why: Determine if there are any
connecting theme/topic as it relates to the
academic year.
Example: Alcohol awareness vs.
Halloween; STI checks vs. Spring Break;
Self Care vs. Midterms; On-Campus
Resources vs. Mid Terms; Self Identity vs.
End of Year.

•
•
•
•
•

LEARNING GOALS
Create student learning goals for the
bulletin board.
Select theme/topic based on learning
goals and information collected from
the sociogram.
Ensure content on bulletin board is
clear, researched and detailed.
Ensure that the content is connected to
the learning goal for your wing/floor.
If needed, connect with any campus
partners for additional resources

November/April: Closing bulletin board (Content provided).

Visual Appeal
• Foundation: The backing paper should be neatly placed and lines framework of the bulletin board.
• Frame: if a border is used, ensure that it's outlined around the frame of bulletin board using staples to secure.
• Language: Words and text should be visible, neat, large, and inclusive.
• Pictures: Eye-catching and related to the topic and learning goals.
• Overall Information: information should be organized, eligible, researched, inclusive, and cited.
• Theme: Should be presented throughout the entire bulletin board.
Creative Integrity
• Please utilize social media platforms to gather ideas and promote artistic concepts as needed, however add your own
unique touch (Pinterest, google, etc.).
• If struggling to produce a concept, ask other student staff members or your supervisor for guidance.
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Assessment: (How will the educational event be assessed)
☐ Resident Program Evaluation Form (eRezLife)
☒ Other: Student staff will submit 1 evulation per semester for Bullentin Boards. The evulation should be conducted for the second
board of each semester (October/March). To access this form, the student staff should go through eRezLife and complete the
“Programming Proposal Form” and click Bullentin Board for the event type.
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Door Decs- Facilitation Guide
[Ex: Title (Learning Goal Code- #)]
Department of Housing and Residence Education

Audience: (Check all that apply)
☒ Wing
☒ Floor
☐ Building
☐ Community
☐ Campus
☐ Living Learning Community

Learning Goal(s): (Check all that apply)
☒ Inclusive Residential Communities (Code: IRC)
☐ Personal Responsibility (Code: PR)
☐ Global Citizenship (Code: GC)

Engagement Strategies: (Check all that apply)
Facilitator: (Check all that apply)
☒ Resident Assistant/Community Assistant(s)
☐ Administrative Task (Fire Alarm Drill, Health & Safety, Warm
Body Counts, etc…)
☐ Professional Staff
☐ Intentional conversations (Sociogram, Roommate Agreement
☐ Graduate Residence Director
Meetings, Mediation Meetings, etc…)
☐ Residence Hall Association
☐ Building/Community Engagement (Floor Meetings, Community
☐ CORE
Standard Meetings, CORE Meetings, Floor Social Programs,
☐ LLC/Campus Partner(s)
Educational Events, etc…)
☐ HRL Department
☒ Passive Engagement (Bulletin Boards, Door Decs, Resident
☐ Residence Education Zone(s)
Welcome Email/Newsletter)
☐ Social Media Engagement
☐ Campus Engagement
Learning Outcomes: (Please write the outcomes that are targeted from the goal(s) selected) Link to Residential Curriculum HERE

Interact and connect with fellow residents during residential programs and events.

Preparation and Materials: (All of the necessary supplies needed to gather in order to execute the event. Any articles or resources to
review or contact key stakeholders and partners.)

Student staff can use the resource room for material to create their door decorations (decs). The resource room is designed to
help student staff be creative and provide the necessary tools to conduct door decs. Below is a list of material that could be used,
however feel free to use more.
• Markers
• Die cut Machine
• Circuit Machine
• Construction Paper
• Copy Machine
• Lamination Machine

Purpose: (This will provide an overall rationale for the event. Why is it being done? How does it fit into the overall curriculum? Why is this
important for students?)

Door Decorations (Decs) are important in creating a sense of community on a floor or in a building. Therefore, it is important
that all residents have a door dec on their door before their arrival to campus. Door Decs can set the tone for how students start
to perceive you ask their RA/CA and how they perceive their new community as this is their first introduction to the
community.
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Implementation Procedures: (Step-by-step detailed instructions on how to execute the event. It may also include some options or choices
that go beyond the baseline learning that is expected to occur during the execution of the strategy

Door Decs are ONLY required for each Semester Move In!
Visual Appeal
• Foundation: Make sure door decorations are neat and accompany the theme of your floor.
• Language: Each student name should be spelled correctly. Avoid putting last names on door decorations.
• Floor rosters will be disseminated by your direct supervisor.
• Pictures: If pictures or other images are used, make sure that each image is eye-catching, and related to the theme of
your floor.
• Theme: Should be clearly presented
Creative Integrity
• Please utilize social media platforms to gather ideas and promote artistic concepts as needed, however add your own
unique touch (Pinterest, google, etc.).
• If struggling to produce a concept, ask other student staff members or your supervisor for guidance.
Assessment: (How will the educational event be assessed)
☐ Resident Program Evaluation Form (eRezLife)
☒ Other: Each supervisor will assess if door decorations are up to community standard.

